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YOUR CLASS :
Home Class CHIN6074 - Reading IV
Reading IV
In this course, students will learn some advance reading skills to improve their reading ability and help them to reading faster in
Chinese language. After a term, students are not only can read common daily articles and literature articles quickly, but also can




Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
LO1 Restate the advance reading skill that we have learned
LO2 Analyze the main idea in articles
LO3 Explain the meaning of articles that we have read
LO4 Rewrite the articles with own words
Case Studies
Class discussion




Peng Zhiping. (2010). Hanyu yuedu jiaocheng di san ce. 02. Beijing Language and Culture University. Beijing. ISBN:
9787561928233.
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Assessment
Rubric Shared Material Forum Attendance People Head Prefect
 HEAD PREFECT  LIST VIEW  GRID VIEW
NO STUDENT ID NAME GPS GPA ASSIGNMENT ABSENCE POST FORUM
1 1801376374 TISSA EKA PUTRI 0.00 2.49 0/0 1/3 5
2 1901513202 AUDREY TANZIL 0.00 2.74 0/0 0/3 9
3 2001592782 FONNY LIANDINI 0.00 3.17 0/0 2/3 6
4 2101642182 LUSIANA PUTRI 0.00 2.16 0/0 1/3 8
5 2101647561 WILLIAM KENT 0.00 2.85 0/0 2/3 5
6 2201742791 ALLIA MAHARANI SARDJONO 0.00 2.47 0/0 2/3 6
7 2201751221 TIFFANY 0.00 3.96 0/0 0/3 8
8 2201755024 AGNES JESSICA 0.00 2.67 0/0 1/3 8
9 2201758070 YAP FENNY 0.00 3.37 0/0 0/3 7
10 2201763101 GENOVEVA LIVIA 0.00 3.81 0/0 0/3 8
11 2201771961 METTADEVI ANGGORO 0.00 2.69 0/0 0/3 6
12 2201781552 YUBIL YAPPUTRA 0.00 2.98 0/0 2/3 6
13 2201781634 MICHELLE FERREN VONDRA 0.00 3.72 0/0 0/3 8
14 2201785916 FELISHA SERAFINA GUNAWAN 0.00 3.83 0/0 0/3 8
15 2201786875 ELLEN 0.00 3.98 0/0 0/3 8
16 2201791755 TESALONIKA PANGNESIA 0.00 3.96 0/0 0/3 8
17 2201794315 ARYANI KARTASASMITA 0.00 3.95 0/0 0/3 9
18 2201801094 JAESON SPENCER 0.00 3.43 0/0 2/3 4
19 2201810445 LAUVELLIA ANGELINA LAM 0.00 3.10 0/0 0/3 8
20 2201814235 NATALIA 0.00 2.86 0/0 2/3 5
21 2201849384 CHYTLEN CANG FITRIA 0.00 2.04 0/0 3/3 2
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1 1801376374 TISSA EKA PUTRI 75 70 70 72 B-
2 1901513202 AUDREY TANZIL 80 75 76 77 B
3 2001592782 FONNY LIANDINI 69 72 71 71 B-
4 2101642182 LUSIANA PUTRI 81 73 86 80 B+
5 2101647561 WILLIAM KENT 75 0 55 42 E
6 2201742791 ALLIA MAHARANI SARDJONO 78 83 75 79 B
7 2201751221 TIFFANY 92 96 98 96 A
8 2201755024 AGNES JESSICA 83 74 70 76 B
9 2201758070 YAP FENNY 87 76 83 82 B+
10 2201763101 GENOVEVA LIVIA 93 93 96 94 A
11 2201771961 METTADEVI ANGGORO 77 68 58 68 C
12 2201781552 YUBIL YAPPUTRA 81 62 65 69 C
13 2201781634 MICHELLE FERREN VONDRA 90 85 89 88 A-
14 2201785916 FELISHA SERAFINA
GUNAWAN
90 89 78 86 A-
15 2201786875 ELLEN 91 100 100 98 A
16 2201791755 TESALONIKA PANGNESIA 90 93 95 93 A
17 2201794315 ARYANI KARTASASMITA 86 96 97 94 A
18 2201801094 JAESON SPENCER 65 80 86 78 B
19 2201810445 LAUVELLIA ANGELINA LAM 88 71 73 77 B
20 2201814235 NATALIA 68 80 65 72 B-
21 2201849384 CHYTLEN CANG FITRIA 45 58 59 55 D
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